Ohlone College Terminology Sheet

Court Markings/positions

1. Dead corner
2. Mid post extended
3. Hash mark
4. Upline
5. ¾ court
6. Full court
7. Nail head
8. Mid post extended
9. Witch’s tit
10. Short corner
11. High post
12. Pro slot / slot
13. Arc
14.
15. High hole
16. Low hole
17. Pre rotate
18. Red Zone / House
19. Chase off the fence
20. Play in the yard
21. Guard your yard
22. Attach
23. Get through
24. Switch
25. Pick up point
26. Sideline pin / pin
27. Straight up
28. Early, loud, often (ELO)
29. Ball pressure
30. Bluff and recover
31. X jump

Defensive terminology

1. Split Line
2. Jump to the Ball
3. Box
4. In the Box/Get in the box
5. Rotate/Rotation
6. Blitz
7. Front
8. Arm Front
9. ¾ front
10. Low side
11. High side
12. Line of the ball
13. On the line
14. Up the line

Defensive ball screen terminology

1. Switch
2. Blitz
3. Hedge and under
4. Hedge and over
5. Flat hedge
6. Down

Defensive Calls

1. 22
2. 21
3. 13 / double fist
4. Fist
5. 13 freeze
6. Double fist 3
**Defensive press terminology**

1. Controller
2. Gapper
3. Taker
4. Teaser
5. Turn the ball
6. Bluff

**Offensive Terminology**

1. Cut
2. Swing it
3. Rip pivot
4. Reverse pivot
5. Front pivot
6. Low sweep
7. High sweep
8. Horns
9. Skip
10. Snap your pass
11. Outside hand
12. Jump through your pass
13. Jumpstop
14. Crackback
15. Lift
16. Drift
17. Laker cut high
18. Laker cut low
19. Pin down
20. Curl
21. Circle the denial
22. Dribble reverse
23. Dho
24.

**Offensive Ball Screen Terminology**

1. Set up
2. Crossover step
3. Wiggle